Material:
1.5mm thick aluminium alloy (yet or direct equivalent)

Finish:
Cover to be finished in direction shown, prior to plating (grit grade 120)
Anodised: T606 (natural finish)

All exterior surfaces to be free of scratches and tool marks
All angles to be 90º unless otherwise stated

Part number and manufacturers logo to be marked on inside face

---

External radii 2.0 (2 flange corners)

Front face to be flush to inside edge of top flange (no gaps)

Front face to be flush to inside of front face flange (no gaps)

Reference slot lengths unfolded

A 56.6mm (15-off)
B 45.0mm (4-off)
C 36.2mm (18-off)
D 20.0mm (16-off)

---

Isometric view

Direction of linish (slots 2, 3, 14 & 15 from datum edge)